THE QUESTION

IS TIME TRAVEL
POSSIBLE?
The concept of time travel has
provided inspiration for some
classic science fiction stories
and many, many movies, thanks
to the potential consequences.
Would you cease to exist if
you went back in time and
stopped your grandparents
from meeting? If so, would you
even have been able to set out
on your quest in the first place?
It’s enough to give you a headache,
isn’t it? We are all travelling
through time, but slowly, always
relentlessly forward, into the
future, rather than back into the
past. Time travel is still a dream.
Albert Einstein’s Special Theory
Of Relativity introduced the
notion that space and time are
part of the same entity and that
there is a speed limit on how
fast things can travel. Light is a
constant in empty space, but as
you approach the speed of light,
time slows. This effect is only
noticed when you return to those
who have remained stationary –
those you left would have aged
more than you. Gravity also has
an effect on the passing of time,
and these ideas are explored in
Einstein’s Theory Of General
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Relativity. But Einstein’s theories
bring us no closer to building
a machine that can either
manipulate space-time or pop
through a wormhole (a shortcut
through space-time). Whereas
Einstein dealt with the magnitude
of space, a group of researchers
from Queensland, Australia,
looked at time travel on a quantum
level. Their simulations, the
results of which were published
in the scientific journal Nature
Communications, demonstrated
that a photon (elementary
particle) would interact with itself
in the past without destroying the
original photon. This suggests that
the grandparent paradox referred
to earlier might be possible.
Unfortunately, this still brings
us no closer to hurling ourselves
through time.

@OpenSkiesMag:
What is Downtown Design?
@DowntownDesignD:
Hi. Now on for the 2nd year, it’s an
#OriginalDesign #fair featuring
global trendsetting brands in
#interiors and #furniture
@OpenSkiesMag: When and
where will it take place?
@DowntownDesignD: The
#fair will take place 28-31 Oct at
#Emaar’s #DowntownDubai, at the
foot of the iconic #BurjKhalifa
@OpenSkiesMag:
What is the theme?
@DowntownDesignD:
#OriginalDesign, in celebration of
the #craftsmanship, materials and
#productdesign that distinguish an
#original piece
@OpenSkiesMag:
What is the link between
Downtown Design and Dubai
design festival Design Days?
@DowntownDesignD: Both
are owned by #ArtDubai Group.
@DowntownDesignD showcases
quality, innovative products from
international #design brands
@OpenSkiesMag: Who is
Downtown Design aimed at?
@DowntownDesignD:
It’s for trade professionals
and people who love
#interiordesign, #furniture and
#architecture to find #inspiration
& see the latest #trends
@OpenSkiesMag:
Who is exhibiting?
@DowntownDesignD:
The world’s most respected
#designbrands including @Vitra,
@FritzHansen, @Bolon, @Sicis,
@Hansgrohe_PR and many more
@OpenSkiesMag: Why does
Dubai need a festival like
Downtown Design?
@DowntownDesignD:
Dubai is becoming a global
#designhub for the design
community. Platforms like @
d3Dubai and @DowntownDesignD
play a key role
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